Nottingham Law School Centre for Advocacy
International Advocacy Teaching Conference 2014
Speakers and Presentation Titles

Speakers and titles may be subject to change.

Friday 27th June: Registration from 0930

Dan Arshack
The International Advocacy Teacher

Lionel Blackman
Extending Advocacy Skills in the age of the visual

Kenneth Campbell QC
Assessing Advocacy Standards

Deveral Capps
Feedback and Feedforward: Advocacy Training and Vocational Programmes

Kevin Crawley
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Advocacy Teaching

Helen Edwards & Jeremy Robson
Core competencies is a changing landscape

Jane Martin
Fear and fun: Giving students permission to hear their voice through Advocacy/Presentation training

Martin McKay Smith
Preparing CPS Advocates for the Higher Courts

Bernard Richmond QC
Advocacy Course Planning

His Honour Judge Peter Rook QC
What Judges will now expect from Advocates in respect of Vulnerable Witnesses, and how this can be best achieved

Karen Squibb-Williams
The A – Z of Advocacy at the Employed Bar

Andrew Watson
Teaching Skills in Advocacy with History
Saturday 28th June: Registration from 0930

Keynote speaker: The Honourable Mr Justice Green

Lionel Blackman, Jo Cooper & Roger Sahota  
Advocacy Training as a means of judicial reform – Experiences from Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

Jo Cooper, Dan Arshack, Roger Sahota & David Josse QC  
The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia – Bringing in International Standards in a cross jurisdictional forum.

Professor Robert Dingwall & Dr Sarah Seymour Smith  
Introduction to Conversation Analysis as a tool for Advocacy Training.

Martin Mckay Smith, Lynton Orrett, Roger Sahota, Anesta Weekes QC & Jo Cooper  
SAHCA in Tanzania – Experiences of delivering a pro-bono advocacy training programme in a developing country.

Jane Jarman  
Advocacy Training for Civil Litigators in the Workplace

Amanda Rippon  
Handling Vulnerable Witnesses and Defendants

Anesta Weekes QC  
The Advocacy Training Council’s Overseas Training: including Zimbabwe and Sierra Leone

His Honour Judge Michael Stokes QC  
Closing remarks